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Poetry Winner-Newspaper Clippings Found On The Wall Of 
Giuseppe Luchenzo's Home When It Was Raided By Police by 
Daniel Sergeant 
" ew paper lippings" [is] remarkable above all becau e of the sestina 
form. Any time you have e tinas in the mix of consideration a lot of 
notice ha to be given to the artfulnes and difficulty in framing the very 
challenging form. The difficulty and nature of the sestina demand 
attention. ne needs to give a lot of attention to the merit in the 
accomplishment of the form. I found " ewspaper Clipping" 
particularly to stand out. It is a remarkable piece, ingeniou ly wrought, 
well-crafted, well-designed, and very imaginative. Kudos to the writer of 
this. "Newspaper Clippings" just demands admiration and respect for 
the integrity of the accomplishment. If I had to single out one poem for 
craft and artfulness and technique, it would be "New paper Clippings." 
Peter Krok) known as the "red brick poet" because of his connection to growing up in 
rowhouse Philadelphia) is the editor of the Sch'1)llkill Valley Journal and the 
Humanities/Poetry director of the Manayunk Art Center (MAC) where he has 
coordinated a literary series since 1990. He has had several hundred poems 
published and his poems have appeared in the Yearbook of American Poetry) 
America) FULCRUA{ Potomac Review) Asphode~ Midwest QuarterlY) Poet 
Lore) Connecticut Review and numerous other print and online journals. 
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Fiction Winner-Peer Editing by Klaus Yoder 
I ch e till pIece a the winner becau e under the lyrical language i a 
dark, my teri u tory. The tory draw the reader into the murky 
d pth f inten e emotion, Spill the mind several revolutions 
and thr w y u out a full speed. 
ran Metzman is a published short story wn'ter and novelist. In 2000) her 
nove~ GLY CO K1 ) was published. As a creative wn·ting teacher; she has 
taught workshops in numerous colleges and universities as well as bookshops. She is 




Non-Fiction Winner-Outside Eye or I Am? by Tracey Ferdinand 
The author moves the reader through inten e emotional moments with 
the ease of a seasoned writer, seamles ly weaving memories together 
with beautiful, poetic language. She highlights the eyes as windows 
both in and out of a person, allowing us to see the world, which is 
oftentimes painful and confusing, through her own. Moments that are 
seemingly mundane - quarreling with a lover, eating a piece of fruit -
suddenly become momentous because she has been torn from her 
home and tran planted in a new and strange world that seems to be 
against her. Masterfully rendered and stunning despite - or perhaps 
because of - its brevity. 
&quel B. Pidal is a 2002 Ursinus graduate and reczpient of Ursinus} Dolman 
W n·ting Award. She works as a freelance writer and is a columnist and managing 
editor for The Bucks County Review literary magai./ne) accessible online at 
www.buckscountyreview.com. She is currentlY at work on a novel and can be reached 
at &quel@buckscountyreview. com. 
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NEW PAPER CLIPPING FOUND ONTHE 
WALL OF GIUSEPPE LUCHENZO' HOME 
WHEN ITWAS RAIDED By POLICE 
ew Local Diner Hailed as "Lively Blast" -
Luchenzo' pon or High chool Baseball Team-
chool Baseball Team laim Victory in inals-
Town Verdict on Diner: Big-Time Fun Despite 
it mall-Town Air - Congratulation: Owner 
of Local Diner Awarded K.ey to City -
Big- arne hain to Move into the City-
ew Restaurant Chain is aid to be "a Bla t 
for Kid" - Luchenzo' : Bought ut? Re taurant wners 
Reportedly in Talk - "Luchenzo's Team 
Will ot Be Leaving Town," ays Owner - In pIte 
of Repeat ffer, Diner' "An wer' Final"-
Truck Cra he into Diner; Five Dead - Final 
rie Caught on Tape - A Deadly Crash Mars City 
Landmark - Diner to tay Open De pite 
Extensive Damage uffered in the Blast -
Luchenzo's Lost it Charm? - Detective Team 
Rules Crash an Accident; "I'm Doubtful," Say Owner-
Big- arne Chain Behind Truck Cra h, Claim Owner-
Luchenzo' Goes to Court - Judge ay that Final 
Verdict's Days Away - pecial Team 
of Experts Testifies for Defendants - City 
Judge Rule Against Luchenzo' - Double Bla t 
a Diner Declares Bankruptcy in Spite 
of Previous Denials - Diner, De pite 
its Struggle, Sold to Restaurant Chain - ew Owner 
of Local Diner I<illed in Mystery Bla t; 
No One Else Hurt - Police I ue Final 
8 
Report: Letterbomber Loose in ity -
Mayor to Call in pecial FBI Team-
Another Bomb Kills rea Judge - Team 
of pecialists Optimistic till, Despite 
Lack of Suspect - Terror Unleashed in City 
as Bombing Claim More Lives - ttorney, Owner 
of Big-Name Restaurant Among the Dead - Final 
Break in ight? - Truck Driver Killed in Blast -
ew Clues in Letterbomb Case - City Blast 
Fears Finally Over? - Report From FBI Team: 




E llington Lip 10 alway walked lost through my peripheral vision. 
Me kly pas ing by th barber hop, almo t invi ible. Dark, 
gangly, thin-eyed, angry, wearing clothe that awkwardly re ted over her 
frame and a pink backpack tuffed with book. Fingers perpetually 
tain d with the blue ink of her cheap pen. Twelve years old, an 
adopted child, legally fostered to Maria and Peotor. llington' black 
y ke p to the hot idewalk a she goes pa t this place-today they 
hoot up like tartled bird and their look flies across the street, to 
where he tands, white uit, hand on hip , the brim of his white hat 
hadowing hi wrinkled, hairle face. He wear thick, tinted e e 
gla e -and et he alway eem to be tanng, eeking out the 
neighborhood's tender ore: the drunken ranting homeless man pink 
with ant bite , the crumbling stonework of the old corrupt courthou e, 
and the white powder kilo flowing in and out of the e tabli hment I it 
in now. Doe his glance pierce the kin the oul? A famou writer 
living among u for year, retired. I am no fan. I have not tried an of 
hi novels, knowing that they are the kind that one picks up and must 
immediately put down again. The Hr t entence i uch a na ty thing 
that it grabs your heart and Hnd the black cavity therein. I e heard 
wild rumor and historie , but gos ip i not m talent. 
Bernardo trim my thin mu tache a I watch Ellington run acros the 
treet to greet him. Her face come alive for the Hr t time, blooming 
with a conHdent smile. They walk off towards hi hou e. Three block 
10 
up, nuzzled by the park. He is aid to be a rich man. 
I always watch for the writer with thi itching combination of 
contempt and re pect: uch power in hi proces, taking mere 
ob ervations and culpting them into words . Weapon. It ha ccurred 
to me that if our eyes were ever to meet, blood would be drawn imply 
from the contact. Mine. I hate him. I study every stitch of clothing, 
every elegant step, every piece of his apparel and that includes llington. 
Their meetings have been going on for a week; I patiently wait for the 
rendezvous, adjusting to the block' new pattern. 
ne of the other boy in the barber shop care about uch things. 
Their slow minds grind with street-worries and street-logic. They want 
to feel like soldier: we are the soldiers stranded in the barracks. Ju t 
talking loud and foolish. ometimes talk becomes oft and lethal when 
the business gets discussed. The other men come here roaring in their 
Benz chariots, their noses red from being wiped with Benjamin 
Franklin. Bernardo's father Jorge speaks to them men whom have 
grown taller with thei~ slicked back hair, their chains, their wife beater 
undershirts, their suitcase full of money, and their handguns. They 
rush out through dust of the street to make more money. 
We who frequent this shop want to believe that we have all grown 
richer by being close to the whispers. One of the elders might come to 
me and say "Benjamin, drive me to New J er ey," and that will be 
enough. I have given up any erious work-habit in favor of this idle 
waiting. Recently I have felt a cramping of my body, my mind-
spoiling like forgotten milk. It i not enough to enslave my habit , feel 
the prematurely gray bristles being shaved from my perfect mu tache, 
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and count the neighborhood thug as friend. My only consistent 
reward for being here eems to be the cold blow of the air conditioner, 
and it i up 0 high that my legs go numb. But not nearly as numb as 
my mind at the dullnes of this anti-life. I want to go out and study 
llington and the noveli t, but I'm held in check by the flicks of 
Bernardo' razor. 
Th re he goe , radiating a new life, pretty and tall for a twelve year 
old, kin the darkest tan, pigtails, a ripped red sash across the front of 
her patched and repatched overalls. The sight holds so much mystery 
for me and to think I used to ee it all the time and dismiss her as a part 
of the cenery, just another useless child of Brooklyn. He has opened 
my eyes. I watch for another month. 
Ellington mostly walk alone in the summer heat. But loneliness never 
cheats the life out of her: she dresses herself to life when she ties the red 
scarf diagonally across her che t. Happens once a week and it must 
have meaning: omething she does for him. You can see ritual 
invigorating her movement and populating the pages of the yellow 
notebook. A true blue blood-her blood runs through that pen. 
She runs a little quicker each time they meet and I stare as my mind 
whirls through all the scenarios, the indulgences, the tingling 
possibilities. Perhaps I shouldn't watch so closely; none of m 
business-but my attention hangs chained to her motions. She 
squeezes that notebook to her waist so tightly that all of the cheap blue 
ink might ooze out. He walks in his white suit, never breaking stride or 
a sweat. I heard he sweated all of the water out of his body in a jungle-
war somewhere and has since replaced it with gin. Too many novels 
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written t b a ane man. Hi ul mu t be c ded n tho e page along 
with ev ry id a and v ry m ment f hi di gui ed, p wdered liD . 
P rhap h ha m thing to teach her. 
My mustach get trimmed ff on ummer' la t Tue day and he 
walk alon past th gla wind w, pa t the blaring of the radio and the 
h at ri ing ff f th pavem nt. Doe n't bother her. llington eem 
t have learned th writ r' trick of looking untouched by h r 
urrounding. he read a she walks, her eye locked on the print as if 
holds in truction , her nose pointed toward the future. What' inside 
of her mind right now? I want to understand how her life might be 
touched and care ed by hi . He could be teaching her the ecret of hi 
mannerism, of hi ucce ,of his fortune, which I desire mo t of all. 
Because the fickle air conditioner has died and there's problem in the 
str t and I'm tired of the boy ' idelong glance and the knowing 
laught r of the patrolling policemen. It all remind me of torie 
unwritten except in the diary of my allow skin. 
Brooklyn welter and the edge of my world curl up as if drunk on 
the heat and the terror. I lip away from the hop to follow. he walk 
ahead till reading that book, which i fat with a colorful, ugary cover 
of some cene from uter- pace and perhap the Future. ero se the 
street and double back up th block. he' taking a lap through the 
neighborhood before heading back to the park. My cotton polo sticks 
fa t to the we at of my kin, thi kin which hold on too do e to the 
rib like a child who can't let go of the apron tring. The e lack 
made of any number of ynthetic material, maintain a perfect crea e 
down the leg a I walk on tar black hoe along the avenue where they 
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11 tir marganta and p t cobra without ale tax. 1 am tarving for 
th w rld th n Ii t ha gi en her. 0 thin that 1 rattle in ide till 
cit:) make wa for llington: he a id being hit b the deviIi h 
car flo ring it up inth tr et e en though h i blind to the pattern 
of th ru h h ur traffic. 1 truggl to k p up and follo'-'T her fi e block 
up t Pro p ct Park. 1 car!) no weapon and m~ cell phone i on ·vibrate 
ill ca n of th bo tri to hara m for 1 avin Bernardo without 
pa 1lil Th r i no thr at about m -1 am the thin man in the had T 
park alking lap b hind the bookw rm girl. Hi hou e i not 0 far 
awa ... 
Ellington r ad h r cience fiction no el on a plintery bench beneath 
a tern tr of tow rin tillckne . 1 keep m r di tanc watchina her 
from the oppo ite id of the park dri e pret ndin to read the 
wrinkl d DOllY e2VS that 1 at down on. fter a half hour of r adin 
he pull out the battered urin color d not book and et to cribblin 
out th phra e of h r in piration. Ellin on tiahtly hold the p n and 1 
cannot barto '-' atch the murd r of the paper the ualy birth of 
unwanted id a . 1 mu t interrupt. 
n que tion. 
n t notic. 1 ha e to r peat. he look up mth 
urpri e and anno rance burnina in her brown e Te. 1 mile hard 
making m) e re friendly. 
,\"X1hat? 
Ellington doe n t tru t the ocializina in tinct. 1 am th n m' to her 
creati e proce now and he trie to fright n m off \\~th a alare. Th 
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blue ink ha smudged again t the ide of her right hand in a permanent 
stain. he bares teeth and sucks in the hot, wet air. 
"Do you know the man who lives in that house over there?" 
I point out to the place beyond the stone wall, the tall creamy place 
with black iron lampposts guarding the gate and the long, ragged grass 
of his greasy lawn. Ellington follows the direction of my finger, squints, 
then looks up to me with a challenge. 
"What does it matter?" 
"I'm a huge fan. He's my father. In the literary ense; the greate t 
influence. What is it you're writing there?" 
The notebook looks heavy with her blue blood. My question brings 
out an embarrassed smile; her loveliness is fragrant and flowing from 
the tanned smoothness of her cheeks, the Indian Summer in her eyes. 
She will grow into a great beauty. 
"Nothing. Just a story. A long story." 
"What does he think of it?" I ask, flashing my oily eyes back towards 
the direction of his place. 
"Ignatius? He says there's too much talking. I tell more than I 
evoke." 
"What a great gift to have such a man reading for you. It's almost a 
miracle." 
My statement seems to confuse her and I say "but of course you know 
that Ignatius Puerez is one of the most celebrated and mysterious 
novelists of our time." 
"He never told me that. We met here one day. Ignatius saw me 
writing and he came over and taught me how to hold the pen so I could 
15 
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writ I ng r with ut cramping." 
thing about thi man i ever cramped-hi life is a triumph of the 
will t c nquer. He hows her th grace of the mall things. He charms 
h r with a perfect t uch for detail - llington Lipolo' writing career as 
humanitarian mi ion. 
" great man. I mu t ay, I am very jealous of you. I wish I could be 
clo to orne ne eminent in our field. Yes, I too am a writer." 
llington pay no attention to my la t claim, still focu ed on the idea 
that her new friend is not ju t an old teacher but a man with greatnes 
burning in ide f him like the Holy Gho t. I know what she does not, 
that thi man really burn with the creativity of the double agent, the 
literary mercenary, nursing a pale, milky hatred for the weaknesses of 
human ociety. he must be elf con cious to the fact that she had not 
com acro s his work in her reading, but it i limited to the adolescent 
genre with their ray gun, sorcerers, and endle sequels. 
"My name i Benjamin. You are?" 
llington tell me in a hypnotized voice. I a k her if he would do me 
a large favor. 
"Introduce us. It would mean the world to me. I wouldn't be a 
bother; I don't pre ume to make the same kind of connection you have 
with him. But the honor might spark inspiration. I've been blocked 
u. P" 
he looks at my performance with the greate t sympathy. It isn't all 
lie : my writing block has lasted fifteen year and truth be told, I have 
forgotten the volume of my life before the falling moment when 
inspiration fled from my hands, my eyes, my skin. 
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' 'What a horrible thing, Benjamin. I will tell him." 
he comforts me as a kindred spirit and I try no t to gag on my 
excitement. 
"That would be a blessing, llington." 
Fever touche me a all of my organ curl up to flail and dance against 
pillar of bone. I can feel my face flushing as I drink it in- I will come 
t thi man's house and see the corpse and soul of his power. His 
secrets will be exhumed, his snobbery will be absorbed into my flesh 
when I infiltrate the Park Slope palace. 
I offer to treat her to an ice cream cone but she can't tay. The writing 
lesson begins in three minutes and she must leave immediately. I stand 
back out of her way, hands on my hips, and breathe in this sweating, 
luscious, virulent air. It is a kind of ecstasy to be so close and llington 
brushes against me as she walks away-she i a clumsy child who 
clutches her notebook too tightly. She holds it as her mother never 
held her and purposefully strides off, her thin ankles peaking out from 
the cuffs of her used-up overalls, the red sash swaying after her lil<:e a 
fox tail. 
Time crawls at Bernardo's through the desert of this next afternoon. 
Phillip has gone missing and some of the other regulars have stopped 
cormng. I have no place else to sit. Mother smokes too many 
mentholated cigarette for me to bear stiffly lounging in the apartment 
in a suit too large. There is nothing to eat on the shelves but I am not 
hungry. I am saving my appetite for the next morsel of hope. tarving 
for the sight of Ellington. She never comes by the shop and the 
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r maining b 
ln n th 
glar at m ,a if the can e that I have omething 
id that I might n r need dri into ew Jer eyagain. 
m tann ut th wind w with it layer of drought du t and 
th T mu t kn wh I am waiting for. They think me a pervert, but my 
int nti n run d p r ith in£ ction: the need t trip out of this life 
and £ 1 th cut of an th r uit. 
n hundr d d gr ut id but nothing wet in ide of me to per pire. 
I g t Pr p ct Park ith a pra er in m heart and the un quivers 
ab m lik an ancient g d come down from the pinnacle of a 
t rrac d p ramid. Th had tree in the park cannot block it and the 
h at e k m ut: an indictment of the numbne that ha been in m 
kin th la t ar. The un dare me to feel it touch before I fall 
d n in d P ratton. 
Till tim I h r coming ut of hi hou and I don't e en ha e to 
int rc pt her. h come to me from acro the had treet a the sun 
boil off om of it fut) with me. llington wear a careful face a 
di tant look in the e e . 
ou hould come to dinn r with u . Tonight. 
Where ar we ating?' 
I it too much to hope? he turn back to hi hou e, alway to that 
imp rial tructur with it mber gat and nod at it. The trap fall 
fa t and I m read to panic becau e it' all going too well. 
H want ou to bring a ample." 
M writing. Ye of cour e. 
We alk off in oppo ite direction . Ther i much to be done becau e 
I need to fre hen up that old gre uit of mine. And the writing, God, 
18 
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must he have a ample? But I will carry the lie through, a an older 
pi ce must be dug up. "It's nothing," I tell my elf. ''You're pa t all 
that, writing is dead." But I'm still far too nervou as I fumble with the 
old hand written sheets, coming up with a poem leaden with awkward 
abstractions: 
We wear our live 
s many folds 
f fiery skin 
Between mind's fle h 
And oul and body 
We offer up each new experiment 
earching for identities to tease out fulfillment 
MyoId elf cringes at the idea of reading these trembling words aloud 
to him. The latest model hungers for the house jewels hoisted out of 
the teaming jungles, the silken cut of hi suit. Polyester gray chafes my 
thighs and I stuff the old poem into the back pocket like a soiled 
handkerchief. The.45 rides in my right pocket, bulging out with 
immodesty. At the magnificent elm door of his stronghold, I switch it 
to the inner pocket of my suit jacket. My hair stays slicked back as a 
wet, grainy shroud. I feel my eyes shining as I finger the pack of 
Camels-I always smoke after a job. 
Ellington opens the door before I can press the buzzer. She wears a 
lacey pink dress and a pair of black eye glasses. The scarlet sash across 
her chest like a fresh cut. She tells me to come in. Crossing the 
threshold makes me think of slipping into a cool, dark pool in the 
19 
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middle of a jungle thicket. Not a light on in the den-the walls and the 
royal red wallpaper seems to eat up the light and digest it out in cool 
ighs-my body stiffens and the nerves freeze. 
"He's waiting for you in the study," she tells me in a hushed voice and 
then begins biting at the blue stains under her chewed nails. 
We pass six rooms on our way to the back of the house, all with their 
doors wide open. Five are libraries, one an armory. The books look 
gilded and dripping with gold leafing. The guns are long, oiled, steely 
blue. rtifact of orne ugly little war, looking deformed and prehistoric 
compared to my snub piece. 
The door to his study is closed. I try the handle and it is locked. He 
let me struggle against it and I swear I hear Ellington burst into a 
muted giggle behind me. At last it gives way and he's standing there to 
examine my whip-taunt body. Wearing the same white suit but without 
sunglasses. His eyes bore into me, the right one possessing the same 
cold steel as his rifles, and the other as brown as a drought autumn. I've 
never met a novelist before but somehow I knew what this moment 
would be like-the sensations of penetration and theft which are part of 
any surgeon's slice. For men like this we are all building materials, 
blocks of flesh and sin. But I look back at Ignatius Alejandro Xavier 
Puerez Garcia with my spying eyes, feeling a twisting sting in my 
armored abdomen at the sight of my enemy. Tonight I will topple a 
dictatorship of ink and paper and revolt into a new person. 
He doesn't offer me his hand. We stand staring-he blocks me from 
entering the study. Impossible to see past him, to gauge the 
possibilities. His face is living leather, so wrinkled that it seems that the 
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man i fractured int a milli n eparat plec ,prOVInce all under the 
d mination f Ignatiu. I cannot tell ou the emotion behind hi map-
like face-only that th teel eye prick m oft part, daring me to 
break the silence, then d ing it him elf. 
"Read me your ample." 
I foll w hi command in a VOlce that i louder than I would have 
wanted. My word tretch out a a buffer between u , a wall between 
my oul and his tare. He can tear at tho e word all he want becau e 
they don't belong to me anymore. I've martened up. 
fterward he bring me into the tudy, where there i one de k lamp 
burning. Tall lim llington lips in behind me and whi per "nicely 
done" into my left ear. 1 bite my lip and survey the scene. Tiger head 
creaming for ju tice, Grecian va e , a type-writer with poli hed ivory 
key , a golden a htray, a mahogany de k, and a portrait by Hogarth 
mu t hide the afe. 19natiu ee me looking and a ks if 1 would like a 
brandy. 
"1 under tand that you very much wanted to meet me. That is rare 
the e day. Forgotten by all-there are few of my faithful reader left, 
but 1 ee that till corner of Brooklyn remain stocked with the majority 
of that cult. 1 could only be remembered in uch a ruthle s place." 
The weight of the gun in m jacket reiterate hi point and yet 1 rush 
to defend my hometown: 
"Ah, thing are not too bad around here. ot 0 eedy a they used to 
be." 
. 19natiu frown at my an wer, unu ed to being contradicted. 1 fInd 
my elf scrambling to fmd the right word. 
21 
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"It doe n't mean 0 much to be forgotten these days. Each year is 
m re di gusting than the last with everyone's minds melting from 
television signal," I can't contain this rant-it feels scripted, "sooner or 
later the stupidity will break like humidity and your books will be 
reprinted dozen of time over." 
"I'll be long dead before my words matter again." 
He stre es the words "long dead," and I curse his writer's eye, his 
di ection of my soul. It would be too easy to confront me about my 
true intention here, no, his wit drives him to mock me as I stand 
humbled in a polyester uit at the heart of his great house. Ellington 
stays quiet behind me (not a breath to punctuate the silence) until the 
moment when he fla hes her a signal with his mismatched eyes and she 
shoots back out of the door. Then he explains that he has been 
fortunate to fInd Ellington. 
"It's a most fulfllling arrangement. I read her words and she makes 
me dinner once in a while. Nothing is better in my retirement." 
Ignatius now speaks with warmth in his voice and all of the 
providences of his face arrange themselves into a gentle smile as he 
leads me into the dining room. We sit to wait for the food, finishing 
our brandies. I'm dying for a cigarette but it's too soon; I have not 
taken possession. Everything thoroughly belongs to the novelist. He 
recites my poem back to me from memory. More mockery, for it could 
almost be beautiful just by being spoken aloud by him. God knows 
what his revisions would read like. 
''Your work burns into my memory. It is because I used to hold the 
same idea about the self as you. No wonder Ellington brought you to 
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me, becau e there are gem behind the rubble." 
I feel like a pig being greased for the pit. 
Dinner is served: creamy pollo con limon, nce and black beans 
bubbling in all of their natural juices. The sauce is omething hot 
rumbling over the roof of my mouth like a small forest fIre. It get 
washed off the palette by cool droughts of tart wine. I force myself to 
feel composed while forking up each morsel during the empty spots in 
the stringy conversation while my mind races for the turning point of 
this night. Sweat stains my shirt as the gun hangs in the jacket pocket. 
Thi waiting might go on forever but I can still manage a gho tly smile: 
there is much to be had here. 
"Tell me more about your writing life, Benjamin." 
He says it while picking at the chicken. E llington watches me with 
hopeful eyes, eeming to pray that I make the right re pon e. Horrible 
to have her support when I don't know what will happen here. 
"Published once. A local press. You probably wouldn't have read it, 
but I was proud." 
"I fmd that amazing. Your voice is so cold and true. Ellington, would 
you please bring us the dessert?" 
I can't eat another bite, her chicken squawks in my gut, and it's so 
goddamn hot. The sweat runs down into my eyes and Ignatius looks so 
cool, as if there's a long thin splinter of ice at the center of his che t 
cavity. Ellington dashes off to fetch the dessert and I'm left with him. 
"Tell me where you're from." 
"I've lived here all of my life." 




"Y u make that und so true. How well you have been trained." 
wind c me through the maroon dining room, chilling my sweat-
drench d clothing which hang off of me like the sails of some drowned 
hip. Ignatiu Puerez tand up, hand on black cane, leaning over his 
end of the table to how me a fractured face of u picion and I'm 
choking for word , futile words. 
"I don't under tand what you mean-" 
The province of hi face merge borders and divide again in a civil war 
of blood ves els on agging pale battlefields of the flesh. He keeps hi 
voice low and calm but I can feel a tropical storm approaching in the 
chill of the room's breeze, in the darkening of his steel eye. 
"It' nothing to get defen ive about. We're both agents, with our own 
prerogattves. peak frankly with me: who are you working for, which 
agency? That poem of your, it's too good to belong to one of the 
indigenous writers. 0 one but an a sassin or a spy could speak such a 
thing." 
I had heard thing about his work in the jungle: subterfuge, sabotage, 
good penmanship, good aim. The ubsequent extinction of the 
guerilla . I am their revenge, eh? 
An automatic weapon clicks behind me and now it is my turn to stand 
up. Light my cigarette. omehow I knew this would all end badly. 
ever had what it took to be a true secret agent, a human being whose 
will and wit invades the minds of those around him. Ignatius Puerez 
does not complain a I take my first drag. Ellington at my back, ready 
to gun me down for this man whose desires have intercepted her, 
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who e advice will nudge her toward a better place than Brooklyn, 
thrust her into frner stock. little bit of slavery is nothing to pay. 
"I always knew Va quez would end hi man. I came here knowing. 
It has been a monsoon of waiting. A long dream. The death of my 
words. Forced retirement. But tonight I'll write again." 
His white uit glows and his autumn eye crackles with the comrng 
hurricane. He never removed his white hat through the whole meal-
how impolite. 
"There will be more of us," I shriek at him. " ur agents will hunt you 
until the world ends. We will kill until every word, every idea is extinct, 
goddamn you." 
The autumn eye winks and I ready myself for death. death more 
exciting than I deserve. Only a metallic clicking and Ellington's 
exasperated sigh. She stands in the door, holding this black adder of a 
submachine gun, trying to make it work and cut me down. I go for 
my .45. Ignatius behind me, the white duke of my desire, my fury. I 
shoot him in the head but the white hat sticks on. A red carnation at its 
center. His face gives me warmth; it seems to say "I should've killed 
him myself," as it cringes and then shifts to a dispassionate death sneer. 
Ellington the good pupil changes the clip with pure efficiency and saws 
me in half with bullet. My maroon anger bleeds out onto the carpet-
a never ending supply. I feel like a schoolboy with a broken nose only it 
is my guts that are torn open-I want her to break down and vomit. 
Her face remains composed, the rusty edge of her jagged stare the last 
thing to see. But I can still speak as my world goes hurricane gray. 




llingt n k pan bby ilence and I am n t urprised. n ther 
cornful agent 10 with the arne Id chore : kill and publish. Then 
h ak in a new voic . 
" t 1 a t th y'll find y u two together. Y ur name in [me ink." 
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OUT IDE EYE OR I AM? 
ne two) three) four 
Inside outside) outside inside 
'Pside d07.vnside) downside upside 
I throw a red one cent up, up, up in the air and do e my eye real 
tight 0 I don't ee it fall and sink into the dark, loamy earth at my 
fe t. My mother, now living in the nited tate of America, will frnd it 
and kn w how much I long to be buried in her arms. In my mind he i 
wearing a bright green new jer ey as she stand in a stadium looking up 
at a mountain of tair he ha yet to climb (how wa I to know then 
that the United tates had nothing to do with a green new jersey or that 
I'd also have to climb a mountain of tair ?). uddenly on a warm 
breeze my red one cent float in and whi per to her all the secrets of 
my heart. 
fter completing the ritual it i time for work; there are trees to climb. 
A fruit nack mu t be picked before the lunch hour is up and my 
grandmother force my older iter Tricia and me to walk a half mile in 
the unrelenting un back to chool. It i plum season and the little red 
rubies are my third favorite fruit contending only with the weet yrupy 
brown apodilla and my true love, the tangy orange "little pa" mango. 
Augu t vacation i dedicated to picking bucketful of mangos. My iter 
and I would it on the red painted stair leading to the cantilever (a long 
walkway attached to the upper back level of the house) and eat mangos 
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until the pulpy juice trickled down our faces and clothes. ur sticky 
tummie would look to the brilliant blue sky almost bursting in delight. 
Then we would make a port out of throwing the mango seeds at puff-
che ted cocks, cutting them off in mid crow as they strut about the 
yard. 
The plum tree is located on the left side of our massive back yard and 
can be spotted easily when standing on the cantilever. I expertly make 
my way up the tree confident in my skills. I am the only girl who can 
boa t about climbing the tall pomerac tree in Miss Letisha's (the village 
widow) yard. clu ter of the gems are hanging lazily in the heat of the 
mid day sun waiting to be picked. My mouth salivates as I inch clo er to 
the little tangy weets that come around only once a year. As I 
triumphantly reach for the plums, something moves at my right and 
immediately catches my attention. Frozen in mid reach, I turn my head 
ever 0 slowly only to confirm the panic creeping up my throat. A small 
green lizard (affectionately named "twentyfourhours" for the length of 
time they stick to you if aggravated) is noting my every move. I pray 
that today will not be the day I put his name to test. As we sit there 
staring at each other, me into his beady little eyes and he into my huge 
terror stricken saucers, I am suddenly forced outside myself. 
New Jersey is a cold cardboard world. My brother was right; its streets 
are not paved with gold. "Did you live in a hut? Do people run around 
wearing grass skirts in Tobago? Why did you come here?" seem to be 
the only questions asked. Now I pick fruit from the basket in the 
kitchen and my favorite is the red apple. Once riding home from 
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school on the big "chee "1 pulled out my red ruby and bit in; delight 
tickled my tongue a he crunched out" hmehricah!" Ju t then, a 
freckle faced boy wearing an orange e t (the fifth grade monitor) 
strutted up the i Ie and told me I wa n't allowed to eat on the bu . I 
quietly placed the apple back into my bag, ashamed becau e there were 
still so many rules I had yet t learn. The longing to be buried in my 
mother' arms is replaced by a longing to be buried in a young man' 
arms. 
I am sitting in my new white 2002 Lancer which has replaced the silver 
BMX bike Tricia and I used to wish for every hristmas. Back then my 
brother tried to explain that the reason we never got bikes was because 
Santa Clau e skipped our house (not only becau e we were bad little 
girls but becau e we didn't have a chimney). "How antah go get in ide 
de house eh?" he chided questioningly, "break tru de window?" 
Parked at a secluded community park behind my hou e, I'm listening 
to dead leaves stir under a dark ky moaning with it burden. 
frustrated young man sulks in my passenger eat. He makes me talk in 
circles as my eyes trace soft rain drop naking slowly down the 
window; outside my foreign made cocoon pathetic fallacy mirror my 
soul. "I'm not your Euthyphro" my mind sobs! I want so much to be 
Socrates because I think I have it all figured out now. elf proclaimed 
saint, seer of all starry secrets, celestial queen, divinity indeed ..... He 
ftnally grumble bitterly, 'CY ou're just a girl who doe n't want to please 
her man". I turn my head ever 0 slowly in hi direction, sick with 
shock! As we sit there staring at each other, me into his chauvinistic 
beady little eyes and he into my hurt and di appointed stare, I am 
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udd nly forc d outside my If. 
- -V - nce In a ermon, Pa tor Lamont exclaimed, "God is Love, 
LeI d!" Y t how could I am that I am be reduced to something so 
fickle and deceiving? fter that unday God seems tainted. L-O-V-E. 
My head turn away harply. I'm trying not to fixate on anyone object. I 
don't want to look at it in four years and realize how much I have 
grown. My m ther and I are handed program and seated amongst a sea 
haring in the same experience (how was I to know then that 
we really were not?). Twelve o'clock Tours, one fifteen to one forty-five 
Welcome, Two thirty to three fifteen Living and Learning..... The 
peaker begin and I am caught up in a rapture of emotions. Head and 
heart can barely keep up with each other. My pen begins to move with a 
frantic scribble on the back of the program. Understand language kills? Two 
can sqy the same thing but be on two totalb different levels. You don't plqy school! 
Ignorance is bliss? Trust . ..... . 
At the end of the event I ru h the stage to exchange a few words with 
the man who so eloquently spoke what I could not articulate. Words 
trip clum ily off my tongue and I feel myself loosing the fight to 
connect. Finally, he peaks, "I remember I once had a black student in 
my class who ...... " Then something already cracked shatters. As we 
stand there taring at each other, me into his beady little eyes and he 
right through and past my pleading soul, I am uddenly dragged kicking 
and screaming outside myself. 
I turn my head ever so slowly trying to focus hard on something else, 
anything else; on the bold black words written inside the program 
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(which l' be n grasping nto a though it wa a leaf of the tree of life) 
THE URSINUS COMMUNITY WELCOMES YOU, THE 
ADMITTED CLASS OF 2007. 
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ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD 
From here on out, it's stark walls blistered 
by strokes of the inevitable, baby blue and dust 
cobwebs to break the monotony 
inside this mess of moments and fantastics 
the floor reaches up, all tentacles and wrists of little unwrittens 
and one, single unburnt stretches 
outclassed by daylight, easily 
one mouthful, an unread sigh over the receiver 
spoken quiet in the recesses of pages and wrists 
unwritten 
Would you like to spend a day? 
or is time not a viable currency here, 
unexchangeable with the local dollar, 
and worthless to all but those who can afford simple luxuries? 
If I could, I'd trade a week, or even a year 
Of well-spent, well-fought, and well 
we've got decades? So why not use a little, 
brown it slightly instead of microwave 
or turn it over into an adagio 
but it's a long story, and it's all academic, and 
I've got all the time in the world 
So 
let's repaint 
that color never really suited us anyways 
I'll speak to you in the universal language 
And maybe you'll massage my wrists a little 
it's better than spending nothing 
but empty phrases and cobwebs that mean 
little to anyone except spiders and prey 
maybe then this mess of moments and fantastics 
well, let's not get ahead 
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the curr ncy' t 0 valuable to pend lightly 
ven £ r a bargain hopper 
but in thi ca e, I'd spend 
after ali, neces itie can't be had at bargain prices 
and unwrittens litter too ea ily, and in the end 
if w can't 10 k ah ad, Haven't I got 
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AMu My TICI M 
, , Man, I had fuckin' bug pray In ur r m! M ther fucker." 
ah, that w uld have be n g d." 
"Yah." 
x chuckl at th tw f u , then add, "I hate bug pray. It just 
mak u in i ibl t bug; then they run into me-I hate that-it's so 
ann ying.' wit' ur turn to giggle at him. 
Th thr e f u ,10 king like the trio of mi fit that we are, trod along 
mt Hun b rger Wo d, which, Ivy points out, hould be called 
Hun berger ield. It' about 6:15-6:30i h, and the gradually setting un 
i flit ring through the black-green lea es, highlighting certain pots, 
turning them 0 g Iden and 0 yellow it look like omeone spray-
painted patche . I think to my elf, maybe thi is the right time to come 
h re, maybe thi is the mo t magical time of day. 
In attempt to make thi trip interesting, Ivy and I con idered dressing 
up like fairy prince , with dangly green and orange co tume jewelry. 
I al con idered coming the day before right after we made our turkey 
dinner. I thought it would be 0 charming to frolic in the woods at 
du k, belly full of turkey brea t and cranberry sauce, floating on a few 
beer. Then I thought that thi morning' eptember un would be 
pirit-lifting; I thought it would feel great to weat. 
ow, today, we try kip ping, but Ivy and loon realize we are 0 out 
of hape that kip ping d01vnhiff i much too much cardio for u. And 
that' not enchantaing at all. Later, perhap forgetting the kipping 
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incid nt, my plea antly wild-haired and bright-eyed roommate 
chall nge m t a race uphill. ur hortne of breath till i n't 
charming. t 1 a t h' a m k r-I have no xcu e at all. Forlorn 
Alex Magnetic Alex, trail behind u , like a watchful and mildly amu ed 
Id r br ther ushering hi young iblings to the park; he re pect our 
independence and enjoy our antic , yet if we actually go off cour e, 
he'd b ther to nudge u back on. (I realize, although I have zero en e 
f dir ction, it is nearly impo ible to g t 10 t in these "Woods' .) 
Ivy w rries about the mundanene of our journey and propo e I 
make thi my tran cendental piece of work. My two capti acing 
companion wond r what can make thi hike worth writing down. I 
ugge t tabbing Alex to death. Ivy think she should do it, becau e it 
might get me into trouble; Alex, on the other hand, think that it would 
b b st to g t the fir t per on perspective. 
I ee a frog hop aero s what wa once a creek, and now looks more 
like a puddle. 
Ivy and I py a gap along a fence, a gap we're ure has been u ed 
before; w u e it, to ,and pluck three ears of corn from their stalk. I 
ha e a littl trouble, and ther are creepy black crawly thing in them. 
Ivy and I hand off our gold to our big brother with the floppy hair and 
firm forearm . He carrie them gallantly. 
'We u ed to play game with corn." Alex expertly and effortlessly 
remove th hard kern 1 and earne tly boa t ,"It' actuall very hard to 
do thi. I'm ju t really good at it. nd ... once ... you get enough, 
ou ... " Alex throw corn at me. nd that's the game-clearly, it is a 
ry nobl port. He launche the cob into the field, fling the kernel 
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behind it, kick orne. 
By thi time, I have two blankets pre ad out and Ivy's already 
hroud d in moke. The two of us open our Brit Lit texts, and Alex 
JOIns u with an anthology. Sir Gawain and the Green IVtightj an 
otherworldly tale, bore us; so, Ivy and I take turns reading aloud. The 
ince sant buzz of in ects blinds u. I glance to my left, and see Ivy's 
mature hand perfectly holding a cigarette, resting on the book; click, I 
take a mental picture, becau e it's so perfect, it looks surreal, like a shot 
out of a movie. I glance to my right, and Alex is lounging his long 
body, leaning on one arm, and using the other to prowse poetry. This, 
too, I think i perfect, endearing, enchanting even. I am all too aware 
that with all the mystici m (and murder) I wished to shove into this 
outing, all the magic I needed was in the eyes and hearts of my friends. 
The ky darken, the temperature cools, the fairies awaken. "It's 
getting dark." Silently, Alex and I concur with atural Ivy, pack up, 
and go home. 
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TH MANWHOWOULOWI 
i gun might b 1 ad d, 
1 ailing n my untuned pian 
Th chipped i ory k y 
ink, waring negl ct in du t. 
hard doubl batt rie , 
chocolate, and quarter tick -
anything that cream power. 
Hi b dy i riddled with £ cu 
with po ible explosion vident 
in white treak 
of blue ey 
H might 
ha e 10 ed once, 
in primitive conquering fa hion, 
1 ailing her 
on a darkening path 
until he becom blind 
enough to bar ly notice 
the lack of affection. 
He could be carving my mother' wrinkle 
with razor , drawing them 
with wide flat con truction pencil . 
P rhap he i hi work of art. 
I wait for h r kin 
to harden to hi tool, 




Rip my ripened fibers 
the latest kin 
the silk I dressed for you 
found in the rib's do et-
unfolded and pressed 
to match the mask 
the tuff of the face 
the ubstance of my faith 
in a soul served in creamy broth-
your tongue may dart through the body 
of this frayed wardrobe 
this effort to wrap a bare chest with patterns of taste 
Your hand's found the seam 
and I pray 
for the skin under the petals-
ready to be tenderized by 
fmger nails craving for 
the quiver of the earth's crust-
the fraying of every simmered thread 
Use a needle or just the fingers-
fmd the golden hair that strayed into the weave-
melt it out: the skin, the silk will melt 
in the oven's silence 
folded by 
the garden gaze, the invisible knowledge 
of spices and strategy-
the cream will boil out of the bag 
out over the flange of the pouting collar 
onto your plate 
Your gourmet gazes 
steam my suit away-
taste the voice of my skin's simmer 
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CERTAI BR AK 
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A AY I TH MIN 
I'm iei· I think ha it' anc r, 
I pan 'ng a ym m fit? 
I ' Jd in h r , and y t I'm w acing. 
h w rld j I inning and 
I think I'm g tting m ci n ickn 
I dar a a p a h? 
I might h k n th it. 
I IiI h ta t f P ach ? 
lit w r h trying a p ach 
Jut t ha an th r 1 t -d wn 
r a h 1 a ur ,a th u and pain 
1 w thr u h th c n ci u 
nd milli n m r I 1 arn d t flIt r 
If I had m thing r ut 
Mayb I w uld b hap i r with a m aning. 
I' pr bably all a fac;ad ,th way p pI walk, 
h wa h alk, th way th y c mb th ir hair, 
ming t g th r with th ir wa hing machin 
nd mpact di c pIa r, and I ctrical tin p n r . 
ut h y'r rally d ad in id ,ju t lik m . 
ry n i r all th am, all with th am D 
R tating ar und fr ln v I tIn I ly. 
It' j L1 t a matt r f h w w 11 th y can c r it up, 
nl it' that I can't c r up my happin w 11. 
uld that b ? I hap pin m thing t hid, 
nd I'm th b t at hiding it? -- it can't b 
I'm a p jmi t; I can g t m thing .6 r that. 
ry n hid it; I'll ju t g t h lp to hid . 
a pill, ithium, Z 1 ft W llbutrin, 
trin, dapin, nafranil, lavil, 
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Janimmin ,Ludi mil, Pam 1 r, P rt frane, 
in quan, urm ntil, T fra nil , it m 1, 
1d pryl, Marplan, ardil, Parnate, Pr zac, 
1 xa, yr 1, ff; x r, U x, Paxil, 
rz n, i actil, r mayb ,ju t mayb , 
m thing like alb t my will d the trick. 





The end of the world comes at sun et, 
When we're faced with three mounded questions, 
bfuscated inclinations, 
And a face falling behind cracked clouds, 
miling in its own descent. 
A las ting radiance. 
"The woman i watching you, 
Gogglin' at you through the windows." 
The globes tha t we ranged, 
Fingers to maps to feel the ranges 
Of foreign and imagined slopes; 
The people there kissing the tips 
Of index, middle, ring, pinky. 
Under our thumbs. 
"I couldn't recognize faces 
Since it had gotten so big." 
Eyes front, to the future; 
Stand straight and tall, 
Range far and fast, 
Youngman. 
The Ghost save you, 
You'll be there 'fore the Nightingale's song. 
Tra -lala -lala. 
Tree-Io tree-Io. 
Trip-trop-trip. 





"This isn't art. 
nly damage." 
Thi i treachery song: 
wn It, 
Becau e no self-respecting God 
Would accept anything less. 
"Sing unto Him a new song." 




Three year, two m nth, and three day ago I fell out of 10 e. I 
am not sure whether that wa al 0 the day I fell in love with the 
fiery nui ance wh made me forget everything I've been taught about 
being a self-serving ice prince . Whether my infatuation began that day 
only a week before my eighteenth birthday or orne time year later, one 
thing is for sure: it shook my world. uddenly I could no longer peer 
into the future and see the three story home in rural Penn yl ania and 
blonde hair, blue-eyed Joe Jr. playing in the backyard. I would no 
longer be able to con my elf into barbeques, football undays, and Boy 
Scouts; all of which I thought would one day make me complete. 
Pat was a high school friend of Joe's. On days when his hair was well 
kept and his face was groomed you could almost imagine him hanging 
off the front of the Titanic with K~ate Win let. When I told a ey that 
he resembled Leonardo DiCaprio, she had no reservatlons 
accompanying me over to the party that night. Of course by "party" I 
mean gathering of underage drinker with a case of Bud Light that an 
older friend procured for a $5 fee. True parties are almost nonexistent 
in the uburb where teenage rebellion compelled the boy I knew to 
listen to Metallica and renounce an thing with a beat. 
Upon arrival at the party I introduced Pat to Casey and Pat introduced 
me to Jeremy. Jeremy' haggy orange hair towered over us, 
complimenting hi green e e . Both were color reminiscent of the 
plant which dilated his pupil earlier that night. J erem) smiled at Casey, 
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th n me with that ly half mile that no woman should trust. The 
attracti n wa in tantaneou. He wa n't so much gorgeous as, 
charming. udd nly the white gold promi e ring on my left hand felt 
lik a giant zit on a flr t date. Joe came up the tairs with a Yuengling 
Lag r. Th y got th good beer for tonight. 
Pat guided u into the ba ement where green glass bottles had already 
been pre ad over the clear gla coffee table. There was only one 
recliner in the tan uede ectional. Party etiquette dictated that it was 
th ho t' accommodation. The rest of us filled in the gaps. My body 
wa next to Joe, but my eyes were on Jeremy. Casey sat on Pat's lap in 
her bold, big breasted southern style. Joe wa convinced Pat would lose 
hi virginity before it wa light outside again. I could tell Jeremy wa 
uncomfortable even though I had only known him for ten minutes. But 
that's the way it ha always been. 
Everyone got acquainted over Truth or Dare Jenga a the un fell into 
the hill of alley Forge Park across Church Rd. Joe and J erem 
di covered they had known one another years ago when the were in 
Boy cout. The room began to stink of hop. Ca e and Pat flirted. 
Except for the occasional effort to make J erem notice me, I at in 
silence, as was my custom. I never felt quite welcome in Joe' circle of 
friends. I didn't experiment with drugs. I wa n't promiscuou . I didn't 
get a thrill out of blowing thing up. Simply put, I was a good girl. I 
owned Power Puff Girl VHS tape and was the treasurer of the 
Foreign Language Club. 
fter con ersation died down and everyone joined my silence, we 
shuffled out of the sliding glass door. musty smell led me up the pale 
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wood board int a barren tree hou e. I at on the hard floor, cautiou 
to not rip open my J Penny jean. onversation began as the opium 
was lit with an island print Bic lighter Jeremy had bought from the 
Indian c nvenience tore on 202. The pipe was continuing on its 
circular path when I shot J e a disapproving glare to skip me. ddly 
en ugh, I watched Jeremy inhale and exhale with no disapproval. H e 
was the bad boy to shatter my nice guy world. I held my breath in 15 
second intervals to avoid the noxious smoke that filled the small room, 
door now shut. 
We headed back d wn the stairs into the ticky heat of July. Pat had a 
trampoline that lounged in the shadow of the tree house and being the 
only one of sound mind and body, I pulled my stubby legs up onto it. I 
didn't care to jump. I just laid there until Joe leap up and attempted to 
look at the stars with me. He tried to hold my hand and I felt the urge 
to better acquaint myself with my new friend. Joe stayed behind. Casey 
and Pat had followed a straight line to the bedroom downstairs. They 
vanished behind the poster clad door for a little over an hour. The only 
evidence that they had not left on a Wawa run was the occasional 
whimper. 
The disappearance of our host gave me a window of opportunity to 
exploit. I crept inside and casually took a seat across the room from 
Jeremy. We made polite conversation while I struggled to arrange my 
T-shirt into the most flattering position. I discovered he was cultured. 
Unlike anyone el e there that night, Jeremy knew who John Coltrane 
was and used words that contained more than two syllables. His only 
flaw was his lack of goal, but that ju t made him a rebel which drew my 
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Intere t even more. 11 I could think of was that I wished I would be 
1 eping n Pat' pull-out couch with Jeremy. It was the beginning of 
the end of J e and me. If some guy I hardly know could tempt me, I 
would never be able to make a vow to Joe. Places in my mind that were 
filled with flower arrangement and stem wear shut down in favor of 
pieces that lu ted and dreamed of a slightly less certain future. 
Pat wa no longer a virgin. asey threw herself down on the couch, 
hair to ed. I was left with her as the boy huffled into Pat's room to 
engage in a little girl talk of their own. I could have professed my desire 
for Jeremy then, but I chose to keep it strapped down inside my 
tomach. When they flied back onto the couch, Pat snatched the 
remote and aimle ly pressed the channel up button. He paused on Die 
Hard and after a few seconds approved his selection by placing the 
remote on the coffee table. 
The beer ' effects weighed on our eyelids. Casey decided to usher Pat 
into her world once again. As Joe and I lay down Jeremy trudged up 
the tair, Miller in hand. Jeremy ha never been one to go to bed just 
because the party i over. As he drank, alone, upstairs I snatched the 
heet away from Joe and truggled away from him while he tried to 
restrain me in an odd practice touchy-feely folk call "cuddling". The 
fact that I was the woman and so emotionally void amazed me as he 
whispered, "Goodnight. I love you." The sheets' Mountain Fresh smell 
allowed me to sleep. 
I dreamt of him. I woke up longing for more. But when I opened my 
eyes, the glitter of my half carat blinded me. When the sun passed I saw 






FELICITY / AWARENESS 
It is a time when there is much in the window) but nothing in the room 
And she was born into the world because 
She'd end the dearth of passion, light, and life. 
Still radiant, now older, she hold a knife; 
A slender body pale and free of flaws, 
ot dead, but cold; it lays across her palms. 
She looks in it and sees scared eyes gaze back 
- 14th Dalai Lama's 
Paradox of our Age 
And a bright, white, countenance engulfed in black. 
Gently, the sterile portrait placates, calms. 
She breathes. Within the metal, there is naught 
But naught. But she loves the thing and clutches it tight 
In hope of connecting with that image wrought 
of steel. In this reflection she is caught 
Until her forearms stream with milky white 
Essence. 
And this is all my world she thought. 
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In retro pect, I tell myself, it all 
Was drivel; frivolous. n floor fifteen --
partan, squalid room who e chipping wall 
ontained one clouded window facing ea t 
From which the di tant city's twilight bloom 
Cast sil er shadow as we sat awake --
nd in the darkne s of that squalid room 
The hour passed; you sat and shone; I quaked. 
nd I remember how the morning light 
nwrapped our city in an amber haze 
And hifted all the shadow out of sight 
While I implored with fibs for you to stay: 
"It' just the moon upon the east horizon; 






THING I LEARNED ON My TRIP To THE 
MUTTER Mu EUM OF MEDICAL ODDITIES 
S tand up when the bus comes 
"1 didn't know you guys wanted on," the bus driver said. "1 saw 
you guy sitting there, but you didn't stand up. 1 didn't know you 
wanted on until somebody tood up." 
Bus seats are sources of outrage 
You know how when you're facing the front in a school bus, your 
head smashes into the seat in front of you at every stop? Sitting in the 
ideways eats on one of the e buses send you tumbling into whoever's 
next to you instead Ouckily, that was my boyfriend Tim in this case). As 
1 wa being thrown around with every stop, bump, and turn, 1 couldn't 
help but notice the seat -the god-awful seats! They were the kind of 
gaudy silver chrome that overzealous teenage boys wanted their cars to 
be decorated with, and the back and seat were covered in fur-
obviously not real fur, since it was an eye-searing shade of electric blue 
never found in nature. Whose idea was it to make that the official seat-
cover of Southeastern Pennsylvania's bus authority? 
Wawas are the cancer of Eastem Pennsylvania 
We passed a Wawa on the right side of the road. About a minute later, 
on the same street, on the same side of the street, there was another 
Wawa. These things frighten me. There is no Wawa equivalent over in 
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We tern P ,where I'm from. We enc urag di er ity in our tore. 
When the prerecorded female bus voice says, "Last top: 
Norristown Transportation Center," it really means that the next 
stop i the last stop, not the current one 
We were standing in the middle of a mall city on t p fat ep hill, 
near a place that called itself a "Bar and D eli" that had nearl 20 
motorcycle parked in fr nt of it. thing that ugge ted a 
transportation center was anywher in ight. In a tate of confusion, we 
ran down the hill, running pa t bu ine e and oth r people going about 
their bu in W didn't a k anybody about the tation; we were too 
cared. W 'd heard torie ab ut orn town. r sugge tion of 
danger, at least. 
McDonald's is always a good sign 
For orne reason, the McDonald' captured our attention for a 
moment, which wa all we needed to ee what wa acros from it: a big 
metal box with one ide taken out of it, and orne train track running in 
front of it. It didn't look like much of a tran portation center, but it 
wa at lea t the train's equivalent of a bu t p, and the ign claimed that 
the R6 train, the one the bu and train company web ite told us to g t 
on, topped there. We went to McDonald' before we headed over 
there, though. 
Real train conductors don't say "All aboard" 
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W ate our fa t food at the train stop, sitting among people such as an 
old man dozing with a cigar in hi mouth and a younger man, with a 
gigantic uitcase that laid open to reveal a box of mini Slim Jims, who 
stared up at us su piciously. inally, there was some sort of whooshing 
and creeching ound, and there it was, in all its shiny aluminum glory: 
the R6. 
Two door slid open, and a man stepped out of each door, wearing 
twin expre sions of impatience. We climbed onto the train, found a 
group of three seats, and sat down. The people all around us were 
tucking what we thought were bus passes into the small clips on the 
backs of all the seats. We painfully realized that we didn't buy tickets 
yet. However, as soon as we sat down the train began to move, which 
meant that they couldn't kick us off at least until the next stop. 
Finally, one of the impatient men came down the aisle checking 
tickets, and stopped when he got to us, looking impatient. 
'We don't have tickets," I said sheepishly. 
"Where are you going? Downtown?" he asked. 
I wasn't sure that where we were going was considered downtown. 
''¥ e . .. ," I said uncertainly. 
"$3.75," the conductor snapped over me, pulling out three tickets, 
shuffling them together, and punching a few holes in them with a metal 
hole punch. "Make sure you get your tickets beforehand on the way 
back, or you'll be paying two dollars extra for them," he advised. 
We thanked him, paid, and received our tickets as the conductor 
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ru h d away t d what r it wa h had to d . 
The movement of a train i painfully awkward 
It wa at ab ut thi pint that I r alized my 1 g w re cramped. 
c nd later, I n tic d it wa becau e I wa digging my fe t into th 
fl r. It t ok m an th r cond t di co r that I wa d ing 0 
b cau the train wa , at 1 a t to m , dang rou ly tilting back and forth. 
We appear d t b p rch d high r erything at th mom nt, which 
did n t ea my .6 ling f d m. I c nfid d thi t my companion , 
wh, f cour , pent th re t f th ride taunting m with uch witty 
tat m nt a," h no! We're g nna die," which 10 t it mel dic ring 
aft r th third or fourth repetiti n. 
You don't need to ride a bus five blocks 
inally, the train lurched to a t p at our de tination: 17th and J I 
tation, in Philad Iphia proper. We quickl con ulted the direction that 
w print d from a w bite and aw that, we had ab ut 3 minute to g t 
to a bu t p to catch another bu that would take u to 22nd tr t. W 
d cided that we would a th two dollar and get th exerci e by 
walking there in tad. 0 w merged from th tation (how did we get 
underground? h, th wond r of m dern tran portation) and w re 
immediat ly immer ed in th f Philad Ipilla. 
Pigeons are cute 
Tall building! L t of traffic! R olving door! ro walk wh re it 
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i a tually dang rut cr b £ r the little man p p up on the light! 
tarbuck (tw f th m, actually, n opp it ide of the street two 
bl ck apart- n t a bad a th Wawa)! hiny, fat, little, multi-colored 
bird that w r tupid n ugh, r d me ticated nough, to let me get 
cl n ugh t aIm t t uch them! the wonders of the city were 
ur t b hId, but n n ugh w r ached our destination: the Mutter 
Mu urn f M dical n malie ! 
Lewi and Clark mu t've given away everything they had when 
they got back from their expedition 
W paid ur $7 tud nt admi ion, tuck th e little blue bendy pins to 
ur hirt, and nt red the mu eum. The fir t exhibit wa about the 
m dicin u d n L wi and lark' j urney. It included uch things as 
th app intm nt b ok u ed by Benjamin Rush, the 
bl dl tcing- bed d ct r who taught the adventurers everything he 
et ff to find th Rocky Mountains (his typically 
d ct ri h handwriting h lpfully tran crib d n the wall behind the case). 
Th r w r al ev ral el cti n fr m Lewi and lark's first aid kit, 
including ral p inty m tal thing that, ign explained, were meant 
t b in rt d into the mal genitalia. My two c mpanions, Tad and 
Tim, cring d. 
Thi , h wev r int r tmg, wa n t what I came to ee. The top floor 
app ar d to all b m tly-text displays of the hi tory of medicine (as 
well a a rand m tuft d bear that wa suppa ed to be typical of the 
animal that attack d wis and lark frequently, accompanied by a 
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hilari u painting ntitled " n merican Having truck a Bear but ot 
Killed Him, cape into a Tree"). I da hed from di play to di play, 
stopping to gawk at picture of carbuncles and yphili ore, until my 
boyfriend, rai ed n a teady diet of be-quiet-and- till mu eum , scolded 
me. cholarly Tad preferred to read every little thing carefully in a 
manner that wa too low for even Tim, 0 we left him behind and 
continued exploring. 
People who give birth to Siamese twins are cruel with the names 
In the next room, a ca e full of skulls was clearly visible. Here' the 
good stuff. However, the whole display case surrounding the tair was 
filled with articles about the live of various famous iamese twins; I 
found this intere ting enough to read word-for-word. omehow, many 
of these people grew up to be successful adults, which is a merit unto 
itself, but orne e en married (each twin marrying a different person) 
and had children. How doe that work? You mu t have to really love 
someone to commit to marrying her when you know that her sister will 
be there, constantly, watching over every little 'thing you and your loved 
one do together. 
s I read about the lives of the e people, orne joined at the waist, 
some at the head, some at the li er, and I noticed a disturbing trend: 
many parents of iamese twin eem unable to re i t giving their 
children such humiliating name as Y onne and Y ette, Dori and Lori, 




Everyone is the same on the inside 
Th kull, a a card explained, were an experiment by a man who 
want d to te t the theory that differences in race, gender, lifestyle, etc. 
are reflected in the hape of the head. He collected hundreds of skulls. 
The Mutter' collection of them each had a little card beneath 
de cribing exactly who e head each wa . 
"Ravenna - Marietta Grinaldi, age 20. mbroiderer in silk. Died of 
phthi i (pulmonary tuberculo is) in Arco." 
" aples - Gennaro Trompetta, age 13. Fisherman." 
"Linz, Upper ustria - imon Johren, age 19. uicide; hanged himself 
becau e of an unhappy love affair." 
Except for a few differences in size, the skulls all look about the same 
to me. 
Nature's worst mistakes never make it out of the birthing room 
Downstair , there was a collection of babie -real babie -floating 
dead in jar of yellowi h fluid. These babie were born with awful brain 
disorders: some were born with a condition that made their head too 
smail, quashing them up in "pinhead" shapes; some were born with no 
brain so that their skulls imply collapsed flat on themselves; orne had 
their skulls open and their brains expo ed. 
Around the corner from the dead babies, there were pIa tic models of 
a healthy baby lying inside the uteru , from conception to birth. My 
boyfriend was horrified at how the uterus goes from the size of a pea to 
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the size of one of those baskets at the grocery tore, and, franldy, so wa 
1. It must be horrible for the mother to go through that distortion of 
her body only to give birth to a baby born dead and mangled. 
The mind is what separates us from meat 
In another corner, two children were hanging by their head , arms 
stretched out in a crucified position. I don't know how they did this, 
but their soft tissue were preserved somehow, although everything had 
turned black. The eyeballs were still in their heads, their blood vessels 
were injected with pink latex, and everything else hung there in black 
hunks. 
"That's horrible," I said to Tim. 
"But there's no pain," he replied. 
There was no pain, and no life, and we could all be stripped to that. 
In the opposite corner, there was a display on the brain, complete with 
some woman's head cut into slices and displayed piece by piece. Next 
to it, there was a bunch of wires twi ted to resemble the shape of the 
brain, with hundreds of beads strung onto them. This sculpture was 
meant to demonstrate the complexity of the brain, the only organ that 
they had cut up but not explained here. Probably the entire secret to 
humanity and the answers to all the eIE question lie in the brain, and 
no one has figured it out yet. 
Extreme physical anomalies are as good a reason as any to be 
remembered forever, I suppose 
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Ther were keleton of a giant and a dwarf sharing a case. There was 
the traced hand of a huge man, which was bigger than my head. There 
wa a pIa ter mold of the torso(s) of Chang and Eng, the foremost 
lame twin, joined at the liver. There were two cabinets in which the 
drawers were full of things a certain doctor pulled out of peoples' 
thr ats- Iot of pins and buttons, a well as sticks and what looked like 
game plece. nd sitting in the middle of it all, in a huge glass case, 
mood-lit and everything, lay the magnificent largest colon in the world, 
a piece broken off and lying next to it. 
With fond hearts, we fmally rejoined our group (after our friend had 
fmished reading every little thing) and left the Mutter. 
Starbucks is awesome 
I in isted on topping at one of the Starbucks, since 1'd never been in a 
real one before, and it seemed like such a necessary thing to do in a city. 
I ordered a tall mocha (for orne reason, "tall" is the smallest Size 
available) with peppermint syrup in it. My boyfriend bought a tiny 
chocolate cake and got a cup of milk to go with it. 
The people who run the Mexican food place at the Liberty Plaza 
food court don't really listen 
I said "to go" and they made it eat-in. I said "refried beans" and they 
gave me black beans. They were still very good tacos, however. Tad 
got mad at Tim and me for discussing carbuncles at the table. 
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Philadelphia i really big 
It was dark, and it wa time to tart following our web ite-gi en 
in tructi n back. We walked to the bu top it told u to go to. n 
the way th re, I noticed that the buildings wer getting mall rand 
smaller, until they resembled the old, run-down, tiny building of ew 
a tle, and commented the re emblance I aw between my hometown 
and the ut kitt f Philadelphia. 
"I don't think you realize h w big Philadelphia i ," Tim replied. "This 
i ju t the out kirts of enter ity." 
" h," I said. 
Sitting in the back of a bus at night is a bad idea 
We got to the bus top about 15 minute early. onetheles , a bu 
bearing the number of the one we were uppo d to get on howed up 
almost immediately. I a ked the bu driver if he went to the 
Wi ahickon Transportation enter, which is wh r we were suppo ed 
to go. he miled and nodded, 0 we g t on. The bu was pretty 
crowded, and the only three seat we could flnd together were in the 
brightly-lit back. I couldn't ee anything out the wind w; the last I aw 
of Philadelphia wer the Christmas lights on the boathou es. 
This bu 's automated location-announcing voice appeared to onl 
work som tim . Mo t of th rider app ared to know wher the were 
going, and to be really laz about it-at one point, fl e people in a row 
got off the bu , pulling the llow top cord a oon a the bu tatted 
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m ing again after it la t t p. I trained to see out the window, but 
c uld mak ut nly cca ional home-c oking re taurant. uddenly, 
w er th nl n 1 ft on th bu. 
, a'll going to th tran p rtation center?" the bu driver yelled back at 
u. 
'CY eah, 'w replied. 
I called it ut,' he aid. 
" , ·d rap, we a1 . 
'Well, I gue you're taying on the bu now," he replied. 
Less people stayed at school for Fall Break than we thought 
W were itting in the parking lot of a re taurant for about half an 
hour hil Tim got out hi cell phone and tarted trying to arrange a 
rid in ca e we couldn't get another train since it became more and 
more apparent that we were going to mi the one we hoped to get. 
Howe er, no one could help u much becau e the all had gone home 
for Fall Br ak. inall , one friend of our who li ed in nearb 
Pottstown agreed to ta on alert. 
Finall two bu e joined together b a black rubber lee e pulled into 
the parking lot with u. Our bu dri er got out and talked to the dri er 
of that bus for a little bit, and then came back and tarted driving. 
You can always trust public transportation 
ut the window, we potted it: a train tation! And it aid 
Wis ahickon! We pulled the ell ow cord but the dri er kept going for 
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what eemed like five minute. he finally dropped u off at a place that 
10 ked like one of the lodge at my irl cout camp, only completel 
devoid of activity, with a couple of empty bu e parked along ide it. 
pparently, the train portion of the transportation center wa practically 
inaccessible the way the bu was going. We were on a tretch of 
highway with very little traffic, and had little el e around except a 
g neral st re or two-the middle of nowhere. t thi point, my 
boyfriend began t panic a little bit, but he remained levelheaded 
enough to help us figure out that the train station wa right up the 
street. We ran there, da hed to the ign that read "Trains to 
Norristown," looked at the schedule on the wall, and elled in relief, for 
a train back to orris town was due at 8:42. This stroke of luck gave me 
40 minutes to deal with the other pres ing issue at the moment: my full 
bladder. 
Restrooms are for customers only 
I meant to only earch around the station, but de peration and lack of 
toilets led me deeper into the nearby town. fter di covering that there 
were no bathrooms in the Laundromat, I et my sights on a building 
with one of those bright blue dome-shaped lighted roof, praying that it 
could fulfill my needs. I got do er and could read the words, I 
learned that it was a restaurant. Joyfully, I approached the door, 
reached to open .it, and read the hand-written sign, "Re trooms are for 
customers only." t this point I didn't care. I dove in ide. 
It was a truly vile place, full of cigarette smoke. woman with dyed 
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waitre s-in-Grease hair, wearing all white, presumably a chef, was sitting 
at a table in the middle, smoking. 
"Can I use your bathroom and buy something when I get out?" I 
asked. 
he gave me a funny look (understandably) . "Back and to the left," 
she said. 
I completed my business, bought a bottle of Snapple, and ran back to 
the train station to rejoin my companions. 
Things turn out OK 
The train came. We rode it to ornstown. Good old Bus 93 was 
waiting there. We saw a girl we recognized from campus waiting to get 
on, and took that as a good sign. 
20 minutes later, we were walking up Main Street, happy with the thrill 
of surviving a trip off-campus and with a newfound respect and trust 






THANKYOU NOTETo J.S.B. 
Th ocean' waves roll rubato. 
Legato water pull the shore 
f golden and into their sky, 
nd there alone lies the divine. 
When azure plains are swept with soft 
nd grainy ilt, heaven is but 
A mirror to the sea; they butt 
Against horizon, both. Rubato 
And bluish winds often sweep soft 
Across the weet and silent shore. 
The music in movement is divine; 
Aleatory of silent sky. 
Terpsichore in flight are sky-
Born animals; mortal, but 
s eternal a divine 
And gregarious wings. They, rubato, 
Surge and swell above the shore 
nd sky, upside down and soft 
(like children's toys). They speak so soft 
They seem like reflections in sky 
Waters. They are fish, too. Shore 
nd land are not for them; not but 
Manacles against rubato 
Waves that lull to sleep divine 
Fishes and men. For man's divine 
Mind is not so hard as soft, 
And so He clutches at rhythm rubato 
Learned from the sea and deep blue sky 
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f wind and fowl and fi h, and, but 
t perfecti n. He tay on hare. 
I lated like that, the shore 
I home. ppreciation i divine, 
nd love of und and sight, too, but 
He made th metronome. at oft, 
a Nature' windy, cloudy, ky, 
or ancient lullaby rub at . 
But some tried to grow beyond that hare, 
To be rubato, become divine. 
often flesh to touch the kyo 
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THE Ey OFTHE BEHOLDER 
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THE ATTIC BONES 
T he e tate hinged itself on the edge of the orange wood, and 
becau e of the vulture-beaked, taloned furniture, Winky always 
imagined the whole thing was the sunken corpse of a great dragon. 
Winky was the younger one; Taylor protected her. Taylor patted hi 
iter's cheeks, now red and puffy, ruffling her tawny hair. Winky 
niffed and meared her wet nose again t the window. 
laude sat at the steering wheel. Dark, leathery, full of old magic. He 
wa their grandfather. As the coupe crinkled up the icy ridge, Taylor 
thought about sledding through the forests, seeing Winky's little snow 
sculptures she always made. The radio spoke of blizzards; to this Claude 
shifted in hi charcoal bulk. 
''You kids fme?" he said huskily. 
"Mmhm," said Winky, tracing trange little things on the glass. Taylor 
nodded, hi intense brown eyes alight. 
"If yous'n hungry, the tribe folk have some nice fish soup cooked 
up," said Claude. Winky stuck out her tongue. 
They oon reached the manor. othing but the dragon corpse, then 
wilderness. It was ancient, and belonged to Taylor's family. It was full of 
candles, curves, line of silver and nocturnal wallpaper faded for ages. 
Everything wa silent. An ice sculpture. Taylor looked out on the 
yawning ob ervatory and saw the orange wood, and heard the soft 




ayl r w nt ut with Winky t play that afternoon. 
"Wh n' P p g tting here?" he cried. Tayl r shrugged. 
"Pr tty n, n r if th blizzard' I ng." dam wa the bravest, 
t ugh t and w althi t father in Minneapolis. 
" '11 b back when he' fmished ending the gangsters to prison," he 
aid, tretching hi thin, lean frame. Winky straightened the hem of her 
dr and zipp d h r c at up. 
'What ab ut ld J onny?" he aid. little hudder went through 
ayl r' b n . ld J nny hated P p. He was after him. 
"He'll bring u h m hi head inn a little box," he said, faking a smirk. 
But he wa uddenly afraid, feeling the cold mist, eyes fixed on the 
£ re t that n w reeked f danger. 
cry came out of th wood. Taylor clutched his walking stick. In the 
ill tance, tampede of amb r reindeer made their way through the fog, 
haking and huffling their burly fur in the bitter air. He laughed, 
jumping in th led with Winky. 
" t' get ome antler ,Taylor," he whi pered, and giggled as the sled 
gli t n d down the slope like a wooden totem. The cold forest quietly 
howled, the trib fIre crackl d. 
*** 
It wa dinnertime. laude at at the table' shadowy end. 
"When dam returns, he'll bring our heirloom," he said, green eyes 
twinkling. Taylor fIddled with hi hands. He could hear nervousness in 
Grandpa's voice. 
In the chamber, Winky at playing with the tribe artifacts hanging 
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ar und the walls and the fIreplace. The artifact looked like trange 
W ly-horned-tailed-fIre-bea t , which crawled and were hunted by 
Inuit and died snowy death: laude collected them. It seemed that 
bones of those old warrior things hid inside the walls. 
s Winky held oft buffalo braids in her hand , she heard a little 
whisper. he looked up, saw a flash of whiteness above the stairway. 
face that looked all porcelain, velvet fur. But the body was hunched, 
crawling swifdy into the darkness. 
Taylor soon heard Winky's scream and ran ill. His head felt very 
smoky with anxiety. 
"Paw! I saw a girl!" she said. Her heart beat with excitement. Claude 
frowned like granite. 
"Don't bother the hou e!" he aid ternly. But Taylor now heard 
sounds everywhere. 
' 'Who lives here with us?" he asked. 
"D on't go anywhere I Idn't!" he fIzzled. "Stay here 'til dam come'n 
home with the heirloom." He worriedly turned and left. But the manor 
was enormous; animals lived here. Winky knew. 
The blizzard suddenly crawled out of the ky-crypt, rapping upon the 
windows. now began to lick upon the gla . Taylor was in awe. 
"We'll explore," he told Winky in bed that night. 
*** 
Downstair , the radio suddenly croaked to life. A oice ra ped out: 
(Fleeing cn'minaL ame- Jonny ovotnik of SicilY. A real black-hander. All 




Midnight. Taylor leapt out of bed. Hearing chattering, they sat in the 
hallway. They could feel fire in the walls. And they sometimes saw little 
glistening eye in the darkness. They were afraid. 
laude laid in bed, unsettled, his heart creaking. 
way, on the curved salty blade of road, Adam the father sped toward 
the house. He thought about his children, the blasted hell beyond the 
manor, his face covered with cold sweat. He thought about the bones, 
the heirloom. The tribe. Bones. 
*** 
The attic door stood open. From ceiling to floor lay piles of broken 
glass. In the darkness they could see the eyes of totems. There were 
bones. Bones of things that seemed like children, but like little animals 
too, lay in velvet piles. There was complete silence. 
"The animals are here," said Winky. But Taylor did not think they 
were animals. He was thinking about Claude. All the dead things he 
kept in the house. 
Winky suddenly screamed. Through the dripping walls, a girl hung 
from the chandelier. Her face was porcelain. But she shivered and her 
velvet fur glistened as her pink spine whipped back and forth. A hump, 
black, spidery, skulked towards them. They sprinted screaming down 
the curved hall. 
*** 
Claude sleeplessly looked out the window and saw Adam's coupe. He 
rapped the children with his cane. 
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Th e Attic Bones 
"The house is at disquiet! " he told them. 
"Are they good?" said Taylor. Claude frowned. 
round them cracks opened in the walls. Down tair orne thing 
winged was flapping about. Behind a picture frame a yellow-eyed 
shadow wiggled violently. Winky saw colorful claws descend from the 
attic door. 
"They're family," aid Taylor. Claude was stern. 
"Father is going to live with us now," he told them. 
Jonny Novotnik burst out of the floor. His twisted wooden face, 
sulfuric eyes, slinking suit, his foul briefcase. The children screamed, 
running behind the table. 
The manor shook, dripped, shuddered. ovotnik looked bloody. He 
began to slide toward Claude. 
"My bones, old bastard," he croaked. Claude's face was grim. Taylor 
saw the glisten of the pistol from under his robe. 
dam bur t inside. He knocked Old Jonny out the window, hutting it . . 
"Pop! The Animals!" screamed the children. 
"The skeleton," said Claude. Adam was silvery, dark. He buttoned his 
uniform quickly. 
"Come on kids." He coughed. The thing using the skin of Old Jonny 
howled and slithered underneath. 
"Adam, we need to please the familY," said Claude. But dam said 
nothing as he ran down the stairs with the children. 
*** 
Winky saw the spider-wolf slouching about in the kitchen. Claude and 
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P P w r arguing. 
"W 're lea ing. The city, tomorrow," said Adam, buttoning his coat. 
Th re was fro t out ide. They felt the cold leather inside Pop's car. 
"The tribal bone! ur heirloom!" cried Claude. 
"1 old them. They're gone," said Adam stone-faced. The coupe sped 
off into blizzard. 
laude turned around. The door shut behind, frozen. 0 longer his 
hou . He heard ld J onny cackling. 
laude leaned on his cane with a creak. His green eyes glowed sadly. 
(Let us bury this. " 
He lifted the pi tol, really a talisman, up at arms-length, sighing. 
*** 
They were at the train station. They felt the lift of the wheels and the 
steam. 
'Claude will live with us now," Adam told the children. "The house 
was too old. Too many old things there." 
But Taylor knew. 
(Who lives with my jamzjy?" he thought to himself. 
And Taylor saw the flash of porcelain from the corner of his eyes, 
following them into the train. 
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SEPTEMBER 17, 2005 
I c uldn't top asking what time it was, but you 
Jut laughed - to think that time held any sway 
Beneath those reeling skies whose pallid hue 
Had waxed to blazing neon in the wake 
f dawning dusk across the cityscape 
Which lay below in rapid chao prawled. 
Between both space and time we stood, agape -
Magnificent in youth, robust and tall, 
And just fucked up enough to feel it we owned it all. 
There was no longer any need to grope 
For metaphors: all I could ever try 
To say or write in verse - the utmost scope 
Of human thought and truth - took form in lithe 
And living flesh. In deep dilated eyes 
Enticing, fixed on me, I thought I saw 
A thousand perfect cities crystallize 
And blow apart to freeze again, and on 
And always for forever as we laughed along. 
But after midnight follows dawn: the stern 
And fmal coming down at last commenced. 
Another, sadder truth became revealed: 
The truest beauty springs from transience. 
For as the world started making sense 
Again, you turned your back - still bare and nubile -
On me and started off. Then hesitant, 
You paused. You turned around with half a smile 
And whispered, "it was fun to die with you a while." 
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EIGHTWAY OF LOOKING AT A HIGHWAY 
I 
onga line of headlight . 
Brush stroke toward 
their birthplace. 
II 
Leave hmooze with rubbish; 
curb ide spectators 




seek their nectar. 
IV 
Charred hotdog with mustard 
wrapped in a concrete bun. 
Congealed relish, like cars. 
V 
Tar-sequined belt 
through telephone loops, 
fastened with a red octagon buckle. 
VI 
Black fog covers the un. 
Two rays 
guide the wanderers. 
VII 
Hitchhiker's breath 
ob night into the shoulder. 
His throat lump each passerby 
VIII 
Cog rattle warfare, 
tree breathe the afterdust. 
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Du TY GLA SPREAD AIR LIKE LIGHT 
t' alm t ne 'cl ck 
n a I w undayaftern n 
itting in th co I of a building 
In a ft leath r chair 
M chanics ar humming th ir health. 
The c ntral air is a c n i tent breeze 
n a chilly beach. nd the 
Wh Ie structure ttle 
With £ ot tep about going home. 
It i uch a subdued ound 
It run n a track a tep lower 
Than m t. n the arne line 




We mustn't fall over 
if, minds olving the kink in well-oiled machine 
conclude two things 
flr dy, on the matter of rust 
and corrupti n clockwork can't 
tick, on such an impersonal basi , 
brushes and your pulley ystem ju t 
won't cut it this time 
in the opinion, professionally of course 
and spoken for all professionals, 
a good flngernail 
yes 
tip would do the job 
the edge of skin frngertip 
so filled to the brim with nerve 
ye 
econdly, on the matter of function 
or 
what we hoped for 
pulley and levers are perfect 
to move the heaviest 
surface, but tick doesn't just pop out of nowhere 
like force equated to thirty-eight or six 
degrees of olitude 
in my opinion, purely heart to 
heart, 
gloves and brushes still 
won't cut it 
function' too important to trust it 
to just that 
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luckily, c n ultati n' g t a tip 
t ti 
!, and 
£j ed t th brim with nerve 
dg f 
kin fing rtip 
£j ed t th brim with nerve 
W mu tn't fall over 
if, mind 01 ing the kink in well-oiled machines 
conclude two thing 
flr t th concern of ru t 
and the importance of nerves 
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I'm itting in th ft gra 
Th back fm 1 g damp fr m 
Raindr p that r main 
P t pr -dawn h w r 
I'm itting in th ft gra 
My gaz tilt d upward 
T a k that will n b 
Tak n black but w t n d 
With ugary tar and 
h avy cr am m n 
I d rath r bIt in id 
fa b autiful mind' 
P rEt cti nand grac 
In that plac wh r y u act 
Th wa that u p ak 
I m quitting 
1 an and cl n t b 
unlik m 
wn th tar 
traight int th da 
nd nd th m n uth 
With wind f bitt rIrie 
nth m pIa ing cl arly t 
cc mpan m di app intm nt 
M mi judgm nt 
M appar nt addicti n 
Brick b brick u 




RUBB R BA 0 
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Building a wall for me to 
1 with bar hand and feet 
nd a bar m hon 
h, irony, my c n tant c mparuon 
fine partner in crime 
Y u' e alway been 0 loyal to me 
It em you're never ati fied 
my word of c mpari on 
I wear now tightly wrapped 
round my right wri t 
My peech figure hadow 
nd return to haunt me 
I've read too many book 
For my own good 
nd drank too many dream 
I cannot eem to help 
M hopele way 
n articulate optimism 
I attached fa t to a flaw 
Of misconception and condescension 
o shall we speak of tru t? 
ever, 
Love, adoration 
Drip from the ceiling into our cup 
Everything around me fall 
I tend to trace that a imple symbol 
I hate to be mocked by 
Things so terribly inanimate 




, , Y ,but I d n't I y u," he had ju t aid. imply. a ually. 
Then he to d to rd r anoth r latte in the creati e aile that wa 
tarbuck. They w re tw writer, he and he. Holding hand a a 
bl d clot of directi nl 
. . . 
In plratl n. 
The p m fell out f h r. atural a sitting down. The metallic gleam 
of the p n hon into h r y a he la hed at the fle hy fold of the 
paper napkin. The enrag d w at from her palm make the napkin oft 
and fold like cloth. omewhere deep in her mind a door hut, a lock 
lieing into place with cold finality. cold dampne pread through 
her tor o. Pride for her wa a tiny, hunched man with a hooked no e 
who e p n trating stare made h r boil with hame. 
He flirted lackadai ically with an 0 erweight middle-aged woman who 
wa al 0 in line. Prid for him wa a plain tage in a small theatre, fill d 
with oft light and moky anticipation. The curtain would ri e onI to 
reveal more curtain and more m tery. In the econd between one 
curtain rising and another falling there wa an in tant of knowing that 
there wa a man alone on tage. He li ed knowing hi truer elf would 
be known only in ab traction and ne er in manife tation. This gave 
him the liberty to b flamboyant, to turn trick and pin fal e intimacie , 
knowing hi hand at card would n ver be hown. Hi moggy air of 
elf- ati faction wa 0 inten that it di concerted tranger. Large-
hipped women would embarra them el e by bumping into table ju t 
to avoid being within a certain di tance of him. He laughed with thi 
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woman in lin , knowing that this conversation would be the highlight of 
her week, and feeling a strange nobility in his impact upon others. 
He at back down at the table, his eyes dark and sleepy-lidded. Always 
th phantom of the opera, with obsession billowing in the folds of his 
dark cape. Just offstage. Just out of sight. Polite niceties were said, 
with the air of throwing cards hastily. His tone held haughty, though 
hocked, at the barbaric chill in hers. The poem beneath her hand 
ached like a wound. 
He also began to jot some lines on a discarded napkin. While her 
writing spilled out almost unwanted, he crafted his wordplay expertly, 
with pretension. He held needle and thread and wove a world in which 
he was hero and sage and Don Juan simultaneously. He could never 
mention her though, not entirely. She would appear in the intonation 
of a sigh or the particular fall of a strand of hair across a rouged 
cheekbone. Now, in the conversation, her voice was like a machete 
hacking down forests of trust and subtle intimacies. But in her eyes she 
was still naked, still begging. What he had done filled him with a 
disdain he was simply too timid to put into words. 
His apology flew out haphazardly, in mid-sentence. In a voice from 
behind the curtain. Though he continued with his nonsensical, but 
charming, anecdote, the apology grew cobwebs in the sinews of her 
spine and burrowed under her feet. When he left, he paused 
dramatically at the door, bit his lip thoughtfully, and exited. The 




Elsa Budzow ki' friend ay h' ick and twi ted, and her family 
ay she c uld be ding better with her elf, but her bo) friend sa he' 
cute, and that' what matter right n w. 
Brett Celin ki ha the ul of a ph enix! 
Brenden Connor lover f fri nd , family, mu ic, fo tball and 
photography ... born and rai ed in Med£ rd Lake J and proudly living 
life. 
Nathan Dawley love to wa h rn he and paint hi body maroon to 
tand in airport . Plea e giv him a dim while you pa . 
Greg Diamond cau e Lung ancer, Heart Di ea e, mph ema nd 
May omplicate Pregnancy 
Katy Diana ha a ecret d .ire to learn drunken boxing. he want to 
kick omebody' e il-a omeday. 
Tracey Coretta Ferdinand, born and rai ed in Trinidad and Tobago 
ay , "God i 000000000 good!' 
Ashley Higgins like mangoe the idea of tudying abroad in London, 
and foreign f.tlm . 
Katherine Jones (I atie) i a ociology major and ha no idea what he 
will be doing with her elf in a year from now. rad chool? 
Volunteering broad? n thing, a long a he omehow get to help 
the poor. he 10 e big citie , e peciall London where he turned 
abroad and plan to move to a oon a po ible. I atherine i the 
Pre ident of the Ur inu Foren ic Team where the only thing getting 
cut up are other competitor, not borne. he enjo dancing hopping, 
and adrnng thing to her re ume. 
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Krithika Krishnarao i a freshmen (class of 2009), and a biochemistry 
major doing pre-med. 
Jen Mingolello often goes by the name ming, enjoys the color hooker's 
green, and tend to have bad anxiety in cars. 
Alex Palasek i an amateur photographer and EMT who enjoys 
phot graphing people, their unique works and lives, as well as the 
beautiful and un cripted world in which we live. 
Thomas "The G!" Richter does it without scaffolding. 
Pat Roesle doesn't exi t 
Natalie Rokaski, along with a few of her high class friends, thinks that 
ki ma k and fanny-packs will be all the rage this season! 
Lauren Schaeffer likes to armbar zombies, make vegan dog food, and 
flap wings. he loves favorite treat. 
Brad Schutts fell through the cracks. 
Dan Sergeant i an English major sophomore coming to you LIVE 
from the backwoods of America's middle child, New Jersey! He's got a 
sports car, a fake band, and girl who inexplicably loves him. He needs 
to shape up and stop goofmg off if he's going to make anything of 
himself, darn it." 
Joshua Solomon doesn't like people who buy postcards. 
Trevor Strunk, English Major, survived last month's challenges against 
the Pennsylvania Menace, but join us now as he travels overseas to 
tackle the British Cur! It's two-fisted editing in the Leapin' Lantern 
Lexicon, true believer. Excelsior! 
Jenna Tomiello is a junior from New Jersey. She is majoring in politics 
and environmental studies, and she took the picture on a cross country 
trip this summer. 
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Tori Wynne i p ncling till em ter in 1 r nc with the 10 e of her 
lib (and m th r p pI ). H r Italian i h rr nd u and he 10 k 
£ rward t a gl ri u r uni n with many f her fa orit people in 
11 gill, P . H w r, th ukki will be orely mi ed... he can't 
e m t get n ugh f that tuff. 
Klau month f night-walking on the 
P rki m n Trail, and th n .. . 
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